TEDx Competitor’s Report
-TEDx UTAustin-Facebook-Number of Followers: 2,513
-Number of posts in past three months: 5
-Types of posts in the past three months: Text, videos, links
-Average likes, comments and shares per post for the past three months: 5 posts:
1- Sep 4th- 40 likes, 4 comments, 20 shares
2- Oct 17th- 55 likes, 21 comments, 3 shares
3- Oct 22nd- 218 likes, 93 comments, 59 shares
4- Oct 24th- 1 like, 0 comments, 0 shares
5- Nov 5th- 23 likes, 0 comments, 0 shares
-Overall opinion of the assigned FB page: Very nice, clean and well organized. Their posts
were engaging and professional, with most of their posts being well edited videos which is sure
to catch attention. The only improvement I could see them making, similar to what TEDx
TexasStateUniversity needs to do, is increase the amount of posts put out.
-Twitter-Number of followers: 81
-Average number of tweets per day: Less than 1 (practically 0)
-Does the twitter account focus on jabs or right hooks? How so?: The account barely has any
tweets. For the few amount of tweets that they do have, TEDx UTAustin posts right hooks, with
practically no jabs. All of their tweets are promoting the TEDx UTAustin event.
-Does this account regularly reply to students?: Due to the small activity seen on their twitter
page, there are 0 comments for all tweets sent out by TEDx UTAustin.
-Overall opinion of Twitter account: Sad. It’s very bare-bones, with little to no activity seen in
the year that the account has been active. If TEDx TexasStateUniversity can learn anything from
this, it is to tweet primarily jabs before going in for right hooks, and to tweet as often as possible.
At least the posts that TEDx UTAustin made were decent twitter right hooks.
-Instagram-Number of followers: 50
-Number of posts in the past three months: 1
-Does the Instragram account focus on jabs or right hooks? How so?: There is only 1 post on
the account, and it is an obvious right hook, as it promotes TEDx UTAustin.
-Average likes and comments per post for the past three months: 0
-Overall opinion of Instagram account: It’s obvious that TEDx UTAustin’s Instagram account
is in its infancy, as it was just recently made. Although the 1 post was a very professional video
with a nice and clean caption, the fact remains that no other posts have been made. If TEDx
TexasStateUniversity can take anything from this, it is to take advantage of all social media
options, and post often.
-Organization Website-Social Media Policy: I went to TEDx UTAustin’s website, and could not find any social
media policy. They did have a clean, professional and informative website.

